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BRIEF OF THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF TAX
COUNSEL AS AMICUS CURIAE IN SUPPORT
OF PETITIONER
The American College of Tax Counsel (the
pCollegeq& dWebWUfXg^^k egT_[fe fZ[e Td[WX Se amicus
curiae in support of petitioner CIC Services, LLC.1
STATEMENT OF INTEREST
The College is a nonprofit professional association
of tax lawyers in private practice, in law school
teaching positions and in government, who are
recognized for their excellence in tax practice and for
their substantial contributions and commitment to
the profession. The purposes of the College are:


To foster and recognize the excellence of its
members and to elevate standards in the
practice of the profession of tax law;



To stimulate development of skills and
knowledge through participation in continuing
legal education programs and seminars;



To provide additional mechanisms for input by
tax professionals in development of tax laws
and policy; and

Pursuant to Rule 37.6, counsel for amicus curiae states that
no counsel for a party authored this brief in whole or in part, and
no party or counsel for a party made a monetary contribution
intended to fund the preparation or submission of this brief. No
person other than amicus curiae, its members, or its counsel
made a monetary contribution to its preparation or submission.
:ag`eW^ Xad fZW :a^^WYW bdah[VWV f[_W^k `af[UW aX fZW :a^^WYWse
intent to file this brief, and all parties have consented to its filing.
1

2


To facilitate scholarly discussion
examination of tax policy issues.

and

The College is composed of approximately 700 Fellows
recognized for their outstanding reputations and
contributions to the field of tax law, and is governed
by a Board of Regents consisting of one Regent from
each federal judicial circuit, two Regents at large, the
Officers of the College, and the last retiring President
of the College.
This amicus Td[WX [e egT_[ffWV Tk fZW :a^^WYWse
Board of Regents and does not necessarily reflect the
views of all members of the College, including those
who are government employees.
JZW I[jfZ :[dUg[fse VWU[e[a` [` fZ[e USeW WjbS`VWV
a circuit split in an important and pervasive area of
tax and administrative lawothe ability of taxpayers
to bring pre-enforcement challenges to federal tax
regulations and other administrative tax guidance.
That circuit split has created significant uncertainty
in the tax community and prevents the uniform
nationwide enforcement of the Internal Revenue
Code. Moreover, the Sixth :[dUg[fse TdaSV deading of
the Anti-Injunction Act 2 effectively eliminates any
meaningful ability to challenge tax rules that impose
reporting and compliance burdens but that do not
affect the calculation of taxes imposed by the Internal
Revenue Code. This broad reading of the AntiInjunction Act creates precisely the sort of Tax
Exceptionalismothe outdated doctrine that purports
2
The Anti-Injunction Act, 26 U.S.C. § 7421(a), and the tax exception
to the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2201, generally are
interpreted conterminously. Pet. App. 5a. References herein to the AntiInjunction Act or AIA include both statutes.
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to exempt tax law from general administrative law
principlesothat this Court rejected in Mayo
Foundation for Medical Education and Research v.
United States, 562 U.S. 44 (2011).
The College is aware that the tax rule at issue in
this case requires the collection of information
regarding a type of pdWbadfST^W fdS`eSUf[a`q that the
Internal Revenue Service has identified as a
pfdS`eSUf[a` aX [`fWdWef*q JZW :a^^WYW ZSe dWbWSfWV^k
voiced its suppadf Xad fZW YahWd`_W`fse WXXadfe fa
curtail tax shelters. However, the need for powerful
enforcement tools in the attack on tax shelters does
not justify the issuance of tax rules outside of the
requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act or
other Congressionally enacted safeguards on
regulatory action, or the insulation of such rules from
judicial review on a pre-enforcement basis.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The S`S^ke[e [` fZW I[jfZ :[dUg[fse ab[`[a`
U^S[_WV fa X[`V adVWd S_[Vef fZW p\gd[ebdudential
UZSaeq dWeg^f[`Y Xda_ fZW STeW`UW aX pS` ahWdSdUZ[`Y
theory of the [Anti-@`\g`Uf[a` 8UfseQ _WS`[`Y S`V
eUabW SYS[`ef iZ[UZ fa WhS^gSfWq ebWU[X[U USeWe* GWf*
App. 6an7a (citation omitted). Yet as evidenced by
AgVYW Igffa`se concurrence in the denial of en banc
rehearing, the I[jfZ :[dUg[fse ab[`[a` further
muddies the waters in understanding what this Court
intended in Direct Marketing 'MMSH P& (LICF, 575 U.S.
1 (2015), and how that decision applies in the context
of regulatory burdens imposed by the Internal
HWhW`gW IWdh[UW %p@HIq& without notice and comment
under the Administrative Procedure Act and under
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other Congressionally enacted safeguards on
regulatory action. The IRS regularly issues rules
dWYg^Sf[`Y pS` WhWd-expanding sphere of everyday
lifeofrom childcare and charity to healthcare and the
environment,q GWf* 8bb* 1-S( S`V there is a
problematic lack of clarity regarding when those rules
can be challenged before enforcement. Clarification
from this Court is needed to ensure the efficient
nationwide administration of the Internal Revenue
Code.
Moreover, if the AIA is read to preclude any preenforcement challenges to those rules, taxpayers will
TW ^WXf i[fZ `a UZa[UW Tgf fa prTWf fZW XSd_s [` adVWd fa
Td[`Y S` SV_[`[efdSf[hW UZS^^W`YW*q Id. Such a result
is particularly concerning for the Fellows of the
College who advise taxpayers on how to comply with
the tax laws and whether to adhere to tax rules that
were not issued in compliance with the
Administrative
Procedure
Act
or
other
congressionally mandated requirements, such as the
Congressional Review Act, the Regulatory Flexibility
Act and the Paperwork Reduction Act.
This Court has made clear that tax rules are
subject to the same types of review as other
administrative regulations. See, e.g., Mayo Found. for
Med. Educ. & Research v. United States, 562 U.S. 44
(2011). Although the AIA bdaZ[T[fe eg[fe pXad fZW
purpose of restraining the assessment or collection of
any tax,q -1 K*I*:* § 7421(a), this Court recently
explained that the ted_e pSeeWee_W`fq S`V
pUa^^WUf[a`q Va `af WjfW`V fa _WdW dWbadf[`Y
requirements. *DL@>N 2ENB& 'MMSH P& (LICF, 575 U.S.
1, 8 (2015). It follows that the AIA does not prevent
taxpayers from bringing pre-enforcement challenges
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to tax rules that do not involve the assessment or
collection of taxes. Nevertheless, the conflicting
decisions from the courts of appeals on the limits
imposed by the AIA result in differing access to preenforcement challenges to taxpayers based on where
they reside.
As Judge Sutton expressed in his concurrence in
the denial of en banc rehearing, the combination of
the decisions below and fZW ;*:* :[dUg[fse ab[`[a` [`
Florida Bankers 'MMSH P& 9HDN@? 7N<N@M *@J<LNG@HN IA
the Treasury, 799 F.3d 1065 (D.C. Cir. 2015), peSk S^^
there is to say about the issue,q ^WSh[`Y fZW conflicting
views fully developed and ready for this Court to
resolve. Pet. App. 57a. The College encourages the
Court to grant the Petition for a Writ of Certiorari
because a definitive ruling from this Court is
necessary to preserve an effective national tax
enforcement system based on uniform, predictable,
and comprehensible rules.
ARGUMENT
I.

This Court Should Resolve the Circuit
Split Regarding Whether Taxpayers Can
Bring Pre-Enforcement Challenges to
Rules Issued in Contravention of the
Administrative Procedure Act or other
Congressionally Mandated Requirements.

Taxpayers need clarity and uniformity regarding
their right to challenge rules that have the potential
to touch nearly all aspects of life. Tax regulations are
pervasive: Decisions on whether to buy a home and
have children can be encouraged by the Code. See,
e.g., 26 U.S.C. § 163(h) (deduction for qualified
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residence interest), 26 U.S.C. § 24 (child tax credit).
Payments for medical care create deductions while
disfavored health choices are made more costly and
thus dissuaded. See, e.g., 26 U.S.C. § 213 (itemized
deduction for certain medical expenses); 26 U.S.C.
§ 5001 (distilled spirits tax). Congress may initiate
relief to wrongly taxed veterans and promote
philanthropy. See, e.g., Combat-Insured Veterans
Tax Fairness Act of 2016, Pub. L. No. 114-292; 26
U.S.C. § 170. The Code can also be used to punish,
which Congress has chosen to do in certain instances
of fraud, which can carry fines and penalties
including prison. See, e.g., 26 U.S.C. § 7206(1).
The need for clarity regarding the availability of
pre-enforcement challenges is particularly acute now.
Congress enacted the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
%pJ:A8q&, Public Law Number 115-97, in December
2017. Many provisions of TCJA delegated authority
to the Treasury Department to implement and
administer the law. The Treasury Department and
the IRS have spent several years promulgating a
large volume of regulatory guidance in the form of
regulations
and
other
administrative
pronouncements.
There are serious arguments
whether certain elements of that guidance were
issued in compliance with the Administrative
Procedure Act and other applicable requirements.
Fellows of the College have been asked by their clients
for advice on pre-enforcement challenges to this TCJA
guidance, and they have been hampered in giving
that advice due to the circuit split. Compare Pet. App.
1an37a, and ,F<& (<HE@LM 'MMSH P& 9&7& *@JSN IA NC@
Treasury, 799 F.3d 1065 (D.C. Cir. 2015), with Korte
v. Sebelius, 735 F.3d 654 (7th Cir. 2013), and Hobby
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Lobby Stores, Inc. v. Sebelius, 723 F.3d 1114 (10th
Cir. 2013) (en banc).
The lack of clarity regarding the limits on preenforcement challenges continues to generate
litigation in the district courts. For example, in Silver
v. IRS, the plaintiffs are challenging regulations
implementing a transition tax created under the
TCJA. The plaintiffs have alleged that they were
injured by the cost of complying with the TCJ8se
transition tax regulations, pwhich include certain
rUa^^WUf[a` aX [`Xad_Sf[a`s S`V rdWUadV]WWb[`Y
obligations.sq Silver v. IRS, No. 19-cv-247 (APM), 2019
WL 7168625, at *2 (D.D.C. Dec. 24, 2019) (citation
omitted). The district court rejected the governme`fse
arguments that the suit was barred by the AIA,
concluding fZSf fZW fSjbSkWde V[V `af peWW] S dWXg`V
ad fa [_bWVW dWhW`gW Ua^^WUf[a`*q Id. at *3.
A Western District of Texas court was similarly
asked to determine whether the challenge to a
temporary regulation would result in a restraint on
the assessment and collection of taxes, and thus be
barred by the AIA. Chamber of Commerce of U.S. v.
IRS, No. 1:16-CV-944-LY, 2017 WL 4682050, at *3
(W.D. Tex. Oct. 6, 2017), appeal dismissed, No. 1751063, 2018 WL 3946143 (5th Cir. July 26, 2018).
Citing fZ[e :agdfse VWU[e[a` [` Direct Marketing, the
district court reasoned that the AIA did not implicate
pS^^ SUf[h[f[We fZSf _Sk [_bdahW fZW YahWd`_W`fse
ST[^[fk fa SeeWee S`V Ua^^WUf fSjWe*q Id.
Absent guidance from this Court, the College
expects continued litigation in the district courts and
courts of appeals over the scope of the AIA. In his
concurrence in the denial of en banc rehearing, Judge

8
Sutton emphasized that that the courts of appeals
have said all there is to say about pre-enforcement
challenges to the guidance. The issue is fully
developed for this Court to clarify the rights of
taxpayers and the procedural avenues they may
pursue for pre-enforcement relief.
II. A Broad Reading of the AIA is Inconsistent
TGQF QFGP .LROQWP 9CHCAQGLK LD ;@U
Exceptionalism.
A.

The AIA does not preclude preenforcement challenges to regulatory
reporting requirements.

The AIA applies only to prevent restraints on the
assessment and collection of taxes. 26 U.S.C. § 7421.
Because reporting requirements do not involve
SeeWee_W`f ad Ua^^WUf[a` aX fSjWe( fZW :agdfse VWU[e[a`
in Direct Marketing fundamentally supports the right
to challenge tax rules regarding reporting
requirements prior to enforcement.
The Court in Direct Marketing was asked to
determine whether a challenge to a sales tax
reporting requirement violated the Tax Injunction
8Uf %pJ@8q&* JZW J@8 [e S pUage[`q efSfgfW fa fZW 8@8
that states V[efd[Uf Uagdfe pshall not enjoin, suspend
or restrain the assessment, levy or collection of any
tax under State law.q Direct Mktg. AssSn v. Brohl, 575
U.S. 1, 8 (2015); 28 U.S.C. § 1341. In order to
VWfWd_[`W fZW _WS`[`Y aX pSeeWee_W`fq S`V
pUa^^WUf[a`q g`VWd fZW J@8( fZW :agdf geWV fZW 8@8 Xad
guidance aseg_[`Y pfZSf iadVe geWV [` TafZ 8Ufe SdW
generally used in the same way*q Direct Mktg., 575
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U.S. at 8. The Court explained that it discerned the
meaning of the terms in the AIA pby reference to the
TdaSVWd JSj :aVW*q Id. %p8^fZagYZ fZW J@8 VaWe `af
concern federal taxes, it was modeled on the Antin
@`\g`Uf[a` 8Uf %8@8&( iZ[UZ VaWe*q&; see also Hibbs v.
Winn, 542 U.S. 88, 100 (2004). JZW :agdfse S`S^ke[e aX
the TIA clearly applies to the words of the AIA; the
AIA is the basis for fZW :agdfse understanding of the
TIA.
JZW :agdf Wjb^S[`WV fZSf pfZW =WVWdS^ JSj :aVW
has long treated information gathering as a phase of
tax administration procedure that occurs before
SeeWee_W`f( ^Whk( ad Ua^^WUf[a`*q Direct Mktg., 575
U.S. at 8. The Court looked to the Tax Code and
9^SU]se CSi ;[Uf[a`Sdk to define pSeeWee_W`fq as the
paXX[U[S^ dWUadV[`Y aX S fSjbSkWdse ^[ST[^[fk( iZ[UZ
occurs after information relevant to the calculation of
fZSf ^[ST[^[fk [e dWbadfWVq S`V pUa^^WUf[a`q as fZW pSUt
aX aTfS[`[`Y bSk_W`f aX fSjWe VgW*q Id. at 9n10
(emphasis added). These activities are separate and
distinct from information gathering. Id. The Court
further Wjb^S[`WV fZSf pdWefdS[`q Uag^V `af TW
g`VWdefaaV fa [`U^gVW S`k SUf[h[fk fZSf p_WdW^k
inhibits fZaeW SUf[h[f[Weq because that broad reading
would render assessment and levy as mere
surplusage to collection. Id. at 12n14. Restrain means
fa pefabq ad fa pbdaZ[T[f*q Id. at 13n14. JZW :agdfse
interpretation created clear boundaries that could be
enforced, [`efWSV aX S phSYgW S`V aTeUgdW Tag`VSdk
that would result in both needless litigation and
uncalled-Xad V[e_[eeS^*q Id. at 14 (citation omitted).
JZW YahWd`_W`fse TdaSV dWSV[`Y aX fZW 8@8
conflicts with thW :agdfse holding on the meaning of
passessmentq and pcollection.q The AIA cannot be read
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to include challenges on information gathering
because it is a separate and pV[eUdWfW bZSeW[] of the
fSjSf[a` bdaUWee*q Id. at 8. =gdfZWd( pdWefdS[`q US``af
be read to be so sweeping that it would envelop the
procedures and protections afforded by the APA. The
Court held that a narrow reading of the TIA applied
and it is equally applicable to its cousin statute, the
AIA.
B.

Citizens are permitted to challenge
other laws, regulations and
administrative guidance on a preenforcement basis.

In other contexts, citizens are permitted to
challenge laws, regulations, and other administrative
guidance on a pre-enforcement basis, especially
where civil and criminal penalties are imposed for
noncompliance. See, e.g., U.S. Army Corps of EngSLs
v. Hawkes Co.( ,.1 I* :f* ,3+2( ,3,0 %-+,1& %p8e iW
have long held, parties need not await enforcement
proceedings before challenging final agency action
iZWdW egUZ bdaUWWV[`Ye USddk fZW d[e] aX reWd[age
criminal and civil bW`S^f[We*sq %cgaf[`Y Abbott Labs. v.
Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 153 (1967))). The law does not
dWcg[dW S U[f[lW` fa pTWf fZW XSd_q fa ZShW fZW[d
challenge to the law addressed. Free Enter. Fund v.
Pub. Co. Accounting Oversight Bd., 561 U.S. 477, 49091 (2010).
C.

The decision below conflicts with the
(=C@BIA @4942B8=< =5 .0F
Exceptionalism.

The Court firmly rejected Tax Exceptionalism in
the context of administrative deference in Mayo
Foundation for Medical Education and Research v.
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United States, 562 U.S. 44 (2011). In Mayo, the
parties argued over whether Treasury Department
regulations were entitled to deference under
Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837 (1984), or whether they
were subject to the less deferential standard
announced in National Muffler Dealers 'MMSH v.
United States, 440 U.S. 472 (1979). The Court held
that the Chevron standard applied and expressly
rejected the view that Treasury Department
regulations issued under general authority are owed
p^Wee VWXWdW`UWq fZS` fZaeW p[eegWV g`VWd S ebWU[X[U
grant of authority to define a statutory term or
prescribe a method of executing a statutory
bdah[e[a`*q Mayo, 562 U.S. at 56 (citation omitted).
JZW :agdf efdWeeWV pfZW [_badfS`UW aX _S[`fS[`[`Y
a uniform approach to judicial review of
SV_[`[efdSf[hW SUf[a`*q Id. at 55 (quoting Dickinson
v. Zurko, 527 U.S. 150, 154 (1999)). pMW eWW `a
reason why our review of tax regulations should not
be guided by agency expertise pursuant to Chevron
to the same extent as our review of other
dWYg^Sf[a`e*q Id. at 56.
9k WXXWUf[hW^k dWcg[d[`Y fSjbSkWde fa pTWf fZW
XSd_q fa UZS^^W`YW fZW fkbWe aX tax rules at issue in
this case, the Sixth Circuit revives the doctrine of
Tax Exceptionalism by insulating tax rulesoand
only tax rulesofrom effective judicial review. This
departure from the general administrative law right
to pre-enforcement review is not mandated by the
text of the AIA. Pre-enforcement review of an
information gathering requirement does not stop or
prohibit the assessment or collection of taxes and
thus is not within the ambit and purpose of the AIA.
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The Court should clarify the reach of the AIA to
preserve an effective national tax enforcement
system based on uniform, predictable, and
comprehensible rules.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the College respectfully
requests that the Court grant the Petition for a Writ
of Certiorari.
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